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Preface
1. Audience
This document is intended to help the administrators in charge of FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance
management.

2. Content
This guide contains the following information:
• Chapter 1, Introduction: this chapter introduces the product and its services.
• Chapter 2, Deployment: this chapter describes how to deploy a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance on
a VMware ESX™ or VMware ESXi™ virtualization server.
• Chapter 3, Starting a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance: this chapter explains how to start the FAST360
Virtual Edition appliance.
• Chapter 4, Securing the FAST360 Virtual Edition: this chapter explains how to secure FAST360 Virtual
Edition appliance.
• Chapter 5, Integrating a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance: this chapter details the different strategies
to implement a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance according to specific needs.

Audience
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Product presentation
The FAST360 Virtual Edition line of products is composed of FAST360 Virtual Edition Web & Mail
appliances and FAST360 Virtual Appliance. The main difference between the two types of appliances
is the type of license. The virtual appliances are aimed at integrating a FAST360 appliance as a virtual
machine on a VMware ESX™ or VMware ESXi™ server to provide the following services:
• Firewall
• FAST (Fast Applicative Shield Technology): protocol analysis of network flows going through the
appliance
• Applicative content analysis: anti-virus, anti-spam
• IDPS (Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems)
• URLs filtering
• HTTP proxy and reverse proxy
• Applicative proxies: web, email

1.1.1. Administrating VMware ESX/ESXi
Many security problems are due to administration and maintenance operations and not to the
virtualization infrastructure. The management network (Management Network/VMkernel port) shall be
linked to a network card which only belongs to this management network in order to partition the
networks.

1.1.2. Other network interfaces
The vl networks (Virtual Switches) linked to the physical network cards should not be linked to FAST360
Virtual Edition appliances to partition networks. The following figure provides an example of a bad
partitioning:

Any virtual machine which must communicate with virtual workstations shall only be linked with virtual
networks that do not possess hardware cards.

Product presentation
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1.2. Architecture

Architecture
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1.3. FAST360 Web & E-Mail characteristics
The integration of a FAST360 Web & E-mail appliance enables the deport of Web & E-Mail treatment
features usually managed by a physical NPA appliance.
This section introduces the specificities which enable the FAST360 Web & E-mail appliance to guarantee
the virtual and physical appliances complement each other. These specificities are defined in the Web
& E-Mail license.

1.3.1. FAST360 Web & E-Mail license mode
The FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliances operate with a license that specifies several available services
and excludes others that are useless to ensure the Web and E-Mail features deport.
This section provides the list of services as defined by the FAST360 Web & E-Mail license mode.

FAST360 Web & E-Mail features
The FAST360 Web and E-Mail license gives access to the following features:
• FIREWALL: "IP stateful" filtering
• NETPROXY: HTTP/FTP/POP3 proxy and SMTP relay
• NETMON/NETADMIN: appliance administration and monitoring
• NETHA/NETHP: support of cluster High Availability and High Performance modes
According to the license options, the following features are also available:
• AV: Sophos antivirus
• ADVANCED-URL: advanced URL database
• CT-ANTISPAM: Commtouch antispam

Excluded features
The FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliance is focused on the Web and E-Mail deport features and its license
does not enable to access the following advanced features:
• QOS: Quality of Service
• Cluster mode
• IDPS_ENGINE: IDPS engine (Intrusion Detection and Prevention System)
• NETLOAD: Internet multi-access
• NETROAD/NETPRIV: VPN
• NETDYN: Using appliance dynamic routing

10
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1.3.2. Specific functioning of a FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliance
In a configuration with one or more FAST360 Web & E-mail appliances, and one or more physical FAST360
appliances, a FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliance behaves the following way:
• Automatic exclusion of a flow rule for automatic installation
• Automatic exclusion of a flow rule whose installation explicitly excludes the appliances
• A FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliance can be specified in an inclusion list for the installation of a flow
rule, but cannot be mixed in this inclusion list to physical appliances (consistency error in this case)
• A limit of 20 flow rules applies to the FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliance in Arkoon Manager. If exceeded,
the configuration is rejected by the appliance with the following consistency error message:
Error-00000418 — The maximum number of 20 flow rules for the
Virtual Edition Web & Mail appliance has been exceeded

For a QoS (Quality of Service) configuration with one or several FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliances and
one or several physical FAST360 appliances:
• If the All internet accesses or All interfaces options are selected: OK because only the physical
FAST360 appliances are taken into account.
• If the No internet access or No interface options are selected: OK.
• If inclusive list: error for each FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliance of the inclusive list.
For a QoS configuration with ONLY FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliances (no physical appliance): it is
impossible to create QoS rules in a configuration with only FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliances.

1.4. FAST360 Virtual Appliance characteristics
The integration of a FAST360 Virtual Appliance appliance enables the deport of Web & E-Mail treatment
features usually managed by a physical NPA appliance.
The FAST360 Virtual Appliance appliance is based on a licensing system with a maximum number of
connections allowed. To learn more about licensing management for FAST360 Virtual Appliance, refer to
Section 3.3, “Licensing for FAST360 Virtual Edition Web & Mail”.

Specific functioning of a FAST360 Web & E-Mail appliance
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Chapter 2. Deployment
This chapter describes how to deploy a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance on a VMware ESX™ or
VMware ESXi™ virtualization server.

2.1. Prerequisites
Installing a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance requires the following configuration:
• One or several VMware ESX™ or VMware ESXi™ servers in 4.0 version or 4.1
• VMware vSphere Client in 4.0 version or 4.1
• Defining the virtual networks the FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance will use
• Opening port 1762 to prevent FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance from being blocked

Note
Arkoon recommends using version 4.1 of VMware ESX™ or VMware ESXi ™ because it offers
better hard drive performance and network.
The FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance is provided with a bundle. The file is in OVA format (Open
Virtualization Archive) and it can be downloaded from https://support-https.arkoon.net/.

Note
Open Virtualization Archive (OVA) is an archive format gathering the virtual appliance
description in OVF format and its virtual disks in VMDK format. Arkoon Network Security opted
for this file format to distribute FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances.
Open Virtualization Format (OVF) is a virtual appliance storage standard for virtualization
platforms. The aim is to guarantee the virtual workstations portability and integrity while
automating the installation phases and helping to configuration. An OVF file provides a
description of the virtual appliance. It is usually provided with one or several virtual disks in
Virtual Machine Disk (VMDK) format.

Note
The FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance synchronizes its clocks with the ESX clock. The appliance
clock must be adjusted correctly in order to be activated. It is recommended to configure an NTP
server on your ESX server.

Prerequisites
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2.2. Limitations
The FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance limitations are:
• CPU: maximum of 8 cores recommended by virtual appliance
• RAM: 4 Gb maximum by virtual appliance

2.3. Deploying a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance
Important
Before you start deploying your FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance, make sure the OVA file
containing the FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance is on the workstation where the VMware
vSphere™ client was installed.
1.

Launch the VMware vSphere client.

2.

Click on File > Deploy OVF Template....
The OVF template deployment wizard is displayed.

3.

Click on Source, select the FAST360 Virtual Edition OVA file and then click on Next.

4.

Click again on Next to access the OVF Template Details page displaying the details.

5.

Accept the license and click on Next.

6.

From Name and Location, provide a name to the FAST360 Virtual Edition, and then click on Next.

7.

From Network Mapping, the FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance provides some network interfaces by
default. This line allows you to link FAST360 Virtual Edition interfaces to the virtual networks defined
on the ESX server. Select the networks to connect, and then click on Next.
The Ready to Complete page displays the configuration details.

Note
The number of network interfaces is currently limited to 3. Beyond 3 interfaces, the order of
interfaces is not respected by the paravirtualized vmxnet3 network driver used by default
on FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance.
8.

Check the configuration, and complete the importation by clicking on Finish.
The deployment is starting. Once it is finished, the new FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance can be
viewed from the VMware ESX/VMware ESXi server list displayed by the VMware vSphere™ client.

Note
You can modify these parameters, as well as the number of network interfaces used by the
FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance.
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3.1. Starting the appliance
To launch a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance:
1.

Start a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance by clicking on

and then check its console.

The FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance detects there is no FAST360 configuration and suggests to
start the normal FAST360 appliance initialization phase.

2.

Refer to the FAST360 first configuration guide to carry on the FAST360 Virtual Edition deployment.

Warning
To prevent the FAST360 Virtual Edition from being blocked, it is necessary to open port 1762 to
access the Internet (see Section 2.1, “Prerequisites”).

3.2. Activation mechanism for FAST360 Virtual Edition
appliance
When starting the FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance:
• If the appliance is not activated or if the activation token expires before 24 hours, a request is sent
every 10 minutes.
• If the expiration date is comprised between 24 and 48 hours, a request is sent 24 hours before
expiration.
• If the expiration is after 48 hours, a request is sent within 24 hours.

Starting the appliance
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3.3. Licensing for FAST360 Virtual Edition Web & Mail
The limit of active connections is based on the number of open connections. All connections beyond
the limit are tolerated for a limited (Section 3.3.1, “Burst mode management”) period of time and then
blocked. The number of allowed connections is a value defined in the license.
Once the maximal number of active connections is reached, an alert is generated and the FAST360 Virtual
Edition appliance switches to Burst mode (see Section 3.3.1, “Burst mode management”).

3.3.1. Burst mode management
Introduction
Since the Licensing mode for FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances includes a limitation of the number of
connections, the solution allows you to switch to Burst mode in order to avoid a prejudicial restriction
of use. The refill contains 10 hours that can be split into several time slots (e.g. 4 hour + 3 hours + 30
minutes + 2 hours 30 minutes).
One week after the Burst mode, a refill is launched and the burst period time is renewed for 10 hours.

Description
Once the maximal number of active connections is reached, an alert is generated and the FAST360 Virtual
Edition appliance switches to Burst mode:
• The burst period time starts when the number of active connections is beyond the value specified in
the license (any connection is considered as an active connection).
• An administrative connection is counted as an active connection but it cannot be blocked.
• As long as the number of connections is beyond the value specified in the license, the appliance
remains in burst period and the refill is deducted.
• Once the number of connections is under the value specified in the license, the refill is stopped.
• Once the burst period time is totally consumed, the additional connections (except administrative
connections) are blocked until the next refill.
• The refill takes place one week after the first packet received led to the start of the burst period. Any
remaining time is ignored and the burst period time is set to 10 hours.

Terminology
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Burst

Appliance state when the number of connections is beyond the number of
connections specified in the license.

Burst period

Period during which the burst is allowed by the appliance.

Burst period time

Allocated time credit set to 10 hours and limiting the burst.

Refill

Refills the burst period for 10 hours.
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3.4. Licensing for FAST360 Virtual Appliance
The FAST360 Virtual Appliance have a Licensing mode (Datacenter type) based on a maximal number of
connections allowed. While appliances FAST360 Virtual Edition Web & Mail have a Licensing functioning
that counts only the number of connections in the table of active connections, the FAST360 Virtual
Appliance appliances take into account the use case for the appliances that host / protect one or more
servers in a DMZ FAST360 Virtual Appliance.
• The Virtual Appliance appliance protects FAST360 servers in the DMZ accessible from the Internet or
an internal LAN.
• Datacenter license type contains a VA_SRV_MAXIP flag to specify the number of servers protcted by
the appliance.
• If more VA_SRV_MAXIP servers attempt to be attached (for example, if an external client wants to
establish a TCP connection to these servers), alerts are issued to indicate that the quota of servers
to be protected has been reached.
• The different destination IP addresses that established a TCP connection are recorded.
• The destination IP addresses from any Internet access (primary or secondary) are excluded from this
account.

3.4.1. Establishing Datacenter licensing
To determine if the number of IP addresses (servers) allowed was reached or not, the system records
the destination IP addresses as follows:
• All TCP connections (established or not) are listed in the table of active connections.
• For each connection, the destination IP address is retrieved.
• A list of the different destination IP addresses is established.
The record of destination IP addresses in the table of active connections is made at each new TCP
connection that attempts to be established.

Important
There may be DMZ servers hosted which need an access to external resources on the Internet,
for example, to send DNS requests or to establish data FTP connections. To take this problem into
account and to avoid a significant increase of the number of destination IP addresses recorded,
the flows outgoing and going through an Internet connection are not recorded, whether main
or secondary.
In addition, the destination IP addresses of flows to a workstation behind a VPN tunnel are
recorded to avoid that the administrators host servers (for example proxies) behind a VPN
gateway and that the destination IP addresses are not recorded.

3.4.2. If the maximum number of destination IP addresses is
exceeded
If the maximum number of destination IP addresses is exceeded, the following actions are started:

Note
X represents the number of destination IP addresses.

Licensing for FAST360 Virtual Appliance
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• X <= VA_SRV_MAXIP: new connections are accepted and no alert or message related to the license
is back.
• VA_SRV_MAXIP < X <= VA_SRV_MAXIP+20%: a burst of 20% is tolerated, the new connections are
accepted and no alert or message is sent.
• X > VA_SRV_MAXIP+20%:
• A message in /var/log/messages indicates the maximal limit was reached. The following message
is repeated every 30 seconds throughout the duration of this mode:kernel: Too many IPs
compared to VA datacenter license... 9.0.99.229 [eth2].
• A warning is issued in the MySQL alerts table for every new connection that attempts to be
established. The alert is repeated every 30 seconds throughout the duration of this mode.

3.5. FAST360 Virtual Edition alerts
3.5.1. Activation process alerts
Case

Level

Message

Appliance activated

High

Appliance activated. Expires dd/mm/
yyyy hh:mm:ss

Appliance deactivated

High

Appliance deactivated

Token request failed to be sent

High

Error in activation process

akserver error

High

Error in activation process

Invalid token received (signature, incorrect High
size, incorrect version...)

Error in activation process

3.5.2. Burst periods alerts
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Type

Level

Description

License

High

Maxixum number of connections reached - entering burst mode
(time of burst left: %s, refill in %s)

License

High

Leaving burst mode (time of burst left: %s, refill in %s)

License

High

Burst period refilled with %s

License

High

Burst period exhausted. Please wait for next refill (%s)

| FAST360 Virtual Edition alerts
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3.5.3. Datacenter license alert
Type

Level

Description

License

High

Datacenter license: Number of destination IP addresses
reached.

3.5.4. Blocked connections alert
Type

Level

Description

License

High

Maxixum number of connections reached.

Datacenter license alert
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Chapter 4. Securing the FAST360 Virtual Edition
This chapter explains how to optimize the FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance securization.

4.1. Securing the access to VMWare ESX™ and VMware
ESXi™ server
4.1.1. Physical access to the server
To avoid the theft of storage supports and guarantee there is no modification or compromise of the
machine ensuring the nework exchanges security, the access to the server that hosts a FAST360 Virtual
Edition appliance shall be restricted to trusted people.

4.1.2. Access the management console
The VMware vSphere management client for the VMWare ESX™ and VMware ESXi™ server and virtual
workstations connects on the physical network interface linked to the VMWare ESX™ and VMware
ESXi™.
To prevent unauthorized workstations to connect and handle the management, the network must
be separated from other networks. Despite a console access via SSL encrypted communications,
vulnerabilities reveal it is still important to protect the server access (refer to http://secunia.com/
advisories/33338 or Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) - reference: CVE-2008-5077, for more
details on OpenSSL vulnerabilities).

4.1.3. Updating the VMware ESX/ESXi server
VMware ESX/ESXi server vulnerabilities may compromise the virtual workstations and FAST360
appliances. Therefore, it is important to keep your VMware ESX/ESXi server up to date.
Refer to http://www.vmware.com/security/ for the vulnerabilities identified on VMware products, their
risks and the solutions (via configuration modifications or corrective versions).

Securing the access to VMWare ESX™ and VMware ESXi™ server
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4.2. Securing virtual workstations
VMware provides recommendations to secure your network virtual workstations.
For details, see the Security Hardening - VMware infrastructure 3 documents on http://
www.vmware.com/resources/techresources/726.

4.2.1. Limiting the use of virtual workstations resources
You can configure the resources (CPU, memory, hard drives) for each server virtual machine. The
limitation and configuration mechanisms for the resources sharing prevent from the Denial of Service
attacks (for example if the FAST360 Virtual Edition is blocked through the overload of another virtual
machine which consequently uses all CPU resources and block the virtual network).

Note
It is therefore recommended to put aside some resources for the deployed FAST360 Virtual
Edition.

4.2.2. Configuring the access level
To restrict the access to FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances, the access rights must be configured for
each machine.
Refer to VMware documentation for VMware vSphere rights access configuration procedure: http://
www.vmware.com/pdf/vsphere4/r40/vsp_40_admin_guide.pdf.

4.3. Securing the virtual network
4.3.1. Segmenting the virtual network
To make the virtual network management and audit easier, you must segment it into identified zones, by
connecting the workstations from a zone on only one virtual switch. You must provide a precise naming
for workstations and virtual switches in order to have a correct architecture and distinguish easily the
workstations networks.

Important
To secure a zone, do not directly connect the virtual switch on the VMware ESX/ESXi server
physical interface but connect it to a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance which will be connected
to the external network.
For more details about FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances deployment in a VMware environment, see
Section 2.3, “Deploying a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance”.
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4.3.2. Configuring level 2 network security policies for a virtual
switch
A virtual switch (or vSwitch) providing the interconnection of virtual workstations within the ESX/ESXi
server, enables to add level 2 network security policies.
To configure the security policies for the virtual switch and workstations:
1.

Click on the virtual switch Configuration tab.

2.

Click on the Networking link, and then select Properties.

3.

From the Ports tab, select the virtual switch to configure and click on Edit....

4.

Click on the Security tab.

5.

Configure the security policies the following way:
• Promiscuous mode: select Reject to avoid the virtual switch behaves like a hub and sends the
packets received on each port.

Note
As part of a cluster of Virtual Appliances, for the VRRP packets to be transmitted from
one node to another, it is essential that the promiscuous mode is enabled.
• MAC Address changes: select Reject to prevent IP spoofing.
• Forged transmits: select Reject to prevent forged transmits from a virtual network machine (with
a different source address).
6.

Click on OK to validate.

7.

Repeat Step 2 to 6 for each virtual machine.

For more details on security related to virtualized architectures, refer to the following documents:
• VMware - Security problems: http://www.vmware.com/security/
• VMware - Security Design of the VMware Infrastructure 3 Architecture: www.vmware.com/pdf/
vi3_security_architecture_wp.pdf
• VMware - Security Hardening - VMware infrastructure 3: http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/
vi35_security_hardening_wp.pdf

Configuring level 2 network security policies for a virtual switch
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Chapter 5. Integrating a FAST360 Virtual Edition
appliance
This chapter describes the different strategies to integrate a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance and
provides a description of typical architectures depending on the securization need.

5.1. Integrating a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance
Important
it is recommended to read Chapter 4, Securing the FAST360 Virtual Edition before you start to
deploy the FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance.
A FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance is the result of a virtualized FAST360 NPA appliance. It provides
similar features and the main difference remains in the flexibility provided by the physical abstraction
of the virtualized world:
• Variable allocation of hardware resources:
• Capacity and number of CPU
• RAM
• Drive space
• Number of network interfaces potentially unlimited
• Easy deployment and management:
• Use of Arkoon Tools suite
• Integration to a multi-appliances (NPA and/or VE) architecture controlled by Arkoon Management
Center server
• Deployment from FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances models
• High Availability and High Performance clustering support for two FAST360 Virtual Edition
appliances
• Main benefits:
• IT costs reduction
• Server consolidation
• Downtime optimization and activities continuity in case of disaster
• Better energy management
The aim of a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance is not necessarly to replace a FAST360 NPA appliance
since FAST360 Virtual Edition and FAST360 NPA can easily be complementary.

Integrating a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance
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5.1.1. Preparing a deployment template
When?
If you want to deploy a physical architecture based on one or several FAST306 NPA appliances, it may
be useful to prepare and validate the topology on a virtualized model.

How to proceed?
Each FAST360 NPA appliance is customized by a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance (FAST360 Virtual
Appliance or Web & E-Mail, according to the features you want) deployed on a VMWare server. The
physical networks are virtualized thanks to virtual switches (vSwitchs) defined on VMware ESX/ESXi
servers and attached or not to VMware ESX/ESXi physical interfaces.
The other architecture elements (router, clients, servers) can also be virtualized. It is possible to
coordinate all the FAST360 VE appliances from an Arkoon Management Center server, also available as
a virtual machine in OVF format and deployable on a VMware ESX/ESXi server.
The Arkoon Manager tool enables to synchronize the physical information for each appliance into the
modelized configuration. The transition can then easily be done.

Example of architecture

5.1.2. Deporting Web and E-mail treatment features
When?
The FAST360 NPA appliance is optimized for the network filtering of low level packets. A VMware ESX/
ESXi virtualization server offers a powerful applicative treatment that may be to the advantage of a
FAST360 Virtual Edition by making it even more powerful.
In order to make the most of each type of appliance, it is possible to combine a FAST360 NPA appliance
and a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance (FAST360 Virtual Appliance or Web & E-Mail, according to the
features you want) within the same architecture. The global performances are increased.

How to proceed?
It consists in sharing out the features the following way:
• On a FAST360 NPA appliance: FAST/IDPS filtering features

26
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• On one or several FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances
• Applicative proxies: web, email
• Applicative content analysis: anti-virus, anti-spam, URL filtering

Example of architecture

5.1.3. Securing a virtualized space
When?
If the VMware ESX/ESXi virtualization server hosts server guests workstations (web servers, databases),
it is necessary to guarantee a strong segmentation of virtualized space. FAST360 Virtual Edition offers
the same features than an FAST360 NPA appliance and guarantees this strong segmentation.
The FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance enables to define virtual DMZs on the VMware ESX/ESXi
virtualization host in order to control the traffic on these servers. You can add as many network interfaces
as you want on the FAST360 Virtual Edition. If the segmentation of the ESX/ESXi server virtualized space
requires several FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances, an Arkoon Management Center server (virtualized
or not) can be used in a trusted zone to control the multi-appliances architecture.

How to proceed?
It consists in deploying as many FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances as required by adding the appropriate
number of network interfaces from Arkoon Manager. The security pattern remains identical to a non
virtualized topology and defines a trusted zone, a DMZ, and the Internet zone: the network interfaces are
then connected on the corresponding Virtual Switches.

Securing a virtualized space
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Example of architecture

5.1.4. Virtualizing the entire architecture
When?
With a multi-sites architecture and a central site, a backup solution can be found to relay a possible
failure of the central site. The substitute architecture is entirely virtualized with FAST360 Virtual Edition
appliances.

Note
Virtualizing the network security equipment may expose the VMware ESX/ESXi server to a
security fault. An attacker could control the virtualization server and its configuration, or one or
several hosted virtual workstations.

How to proceed?
Each FAST360 NPA appliance is customized by a FAST360 Virtual Edition appliance deployed on the
VMware server. The physical networks are virtualized thanks to virtual switches (vSwitches) defined on
the VMware ESX/ESXi server and attached or not on VMware ESX/ESXi physical interfaces. Network
elements (e.g. routers) can also be virtualized.
The ESX/ESXi virtualization server sets up the physical link between the virtualized and physical
networks.
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Example of architecture

Virtualizing the entire architecture
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Chapter 6. Provisionning Virtual Appliances and
Virtual Web & E-Mail appliances
6.1. Presentation
FAST360 Virtual Appliance and FAST360 Web & Mail Virtual Edition appliances can be used for the
provisioning of internal environment, and then be deployed on a fleet of physical appliances (NPA,
XLarge).
If you need to install a fleet of physical appliances (real) or whether you should change your fleet
(addition / deletion of a machine), Virtual Edition appliances allow you to create a provisioning by
deploying FAST360 Virtual Appliances and FAST360 Web & Mail appliances which are exactly the
physical appliances. It is easy to accurately simulate the physical wiring of your appliances through
virtual switches that will connect your virtual appliances together.

Note
The use of a FAST360 Web & Mail appliance imposes restrictions as part of a
provisioning because of the characteristics described in Section 1.3, “FAST360 Web & E-Mail
characteristics”. It is strongly recommended to use only FAST360 Virtual Appliance appliances
for any operation in a provisioning-virtualized environment.

Important
The Arkoon tools (Arkoon Manager and Arkoon Monitoring) must be in the same version as the
system version of your virtual and / or physical appliances.

6.2. Adding one or several appliances
6.2.1. Managing the virtual fleet
1.

Create as many virtual appliances as you wish, so as to represent your fleet of physical appliances
to add.

Note
These appliances can be managed by an AMC instance (on an AMC server) or by a master
appliance (physical or virtual).
2.

Launch Arkoon Manager and connect to your master appliance or AMC instance, in order to manage
the virtual fleet with the new appliances.
The new appliances are back in the current configuration via the mechanism of “hardware
synchronization”.

3.

Manage your appliances as you like (with Arkoon Manager) to obtain the optimal configuration.

4.

Save the configuration locally on your hard drive.

5.

Save the configcard of each new appliance deployed.

Presentation
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6.

Log out from Arkoon Manager.

6.2.2. Applying on the physical stock
1.

Initialize the new physical appliances and install their licenses.

2.

For each new physical appliance, retrieve the configuration card of the virtual appliance.
1.

Copy this configuration card with scp in the /tmp folder of your harware appliance.

2.

Launch the script /opt/arkoon/bin/config_card_migration.sh with the previous file as
argument:
/opt/arkoon/bin/config_card_migration.sh
appliance-1.tar.gz

3.

/tmp/configcard-virtual-

Reboot your physical appliance.

3.

Log on the master appliance or the AMC instance that manages the fleet of physical appliances.

4.

Open the configuration file previously saved.
All the detected physical appliances will move up during the “hardware synchronization”.

5.

Combine each moved appliance with a virtual appliance in the configuration.
You get a configuration file that manages your fleet of physical appliances and is the same as the
one which manages the virtual fleet.

6.

Modify and / or apply directly this configuration so that it is deployed on slaves physical appliances.

6.3. Managing a fleet without adding appliances
6.3.1. Managing the virtual fleet
1.

You have a fleet of virtual appliances that corresponds to your fleet of physical appliances. These
appliances can be managed by an AMC instance (on an AMC server) or by a master appliance
(physical or virtual).

2.

Log on your master appliance or AMC instance via Arkoon Manager in order to manage the
configuration of this virtual fleet with the new appliances.

3.

Manage the appliances as you wish, until you obtain the optimal configuration.

4.

Save locally the configuration on the hard drive.

5.

Log out Arkoon Manager.

6.3.2. Applying on the physical fleet
1.

Log on your master appliance or AMC instance managing the fleet of physical appliances.

2.

Open the configuration file you previously saved.
All the detected physical appliances will move up during the “hardware synchronization”.
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3.

Combine each moved appliance with a virtual appliance in the configuration.
You then get a configuration file that manages your fleet of physical appliances and is the same as
the one managing the virtual fleet.

4.

Modify and / or apply directly this configuration so that it is deployed on slaves physical appliances.

Applying on the physical fleet
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Chapter 7. VMware resources on virtualization
7.1. VMware resources on virtualization
vSphere technical resources
VMware provides many technical resources on virtualization with a VMware vSphere environment
(available on http://www.vmware.com/technical-resources/products/vsphere.html). These resources
can help you to implement FAST360 Virtual Edition appliances. The following topics are discussed:
• Storage management
• High availability
• Optimizing resources
• Performances tuning
• Virtual network management
• Security architecture

White papers
VMware and many other editors provide a white papers library about virtualization:
• Introducing technologies related to virtualization
• Introducing paravirtualized drivers
• Implementing VMware features

VMware knowledge database
VMware provides a knowledge database provides a knowledge database that addresses many practical
cases: http://kb.vmware.com.

VMware communities
VMware also provides a platform for exchange between users around its vSphere products (including
ESX): http://communities.vmware.com/community/vmtn/vsphere.

Blogs VMware
VMware teams regularly broadcast news about virtualization on their blogs, especially about networking
and security:
• Virtualized environment networks: http://blogs.vmware.com/networking/
• Security in virtualization: http://blogs.vmware.com/security/

VMware resources on virtualization
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